THE MOVEMENT WIKIMEDIA BRAZIL IS A GROUP OF VOLUNTEER, WHICH ARE MOBILIZED TO ARTICULATE, PROMOTE, IMPLEMENT, ENCOURAGE, FOSTER, DEVELOP AND DISSEMINATE ACTIVITIES AIMED AT INCLUSIVE COLLABORATIVE PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF FREE KNOWLEDGE, ESPECIALLY, BUT NOT RESTRICTED, IN PORTUGUESE AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN BRAZIL.
Principles

**Freedom**
To use, to modify, to copy and to distribute forms of knowledge.

**Accessibility and quality**
So that everyone can contribute to and benefit from knowledge.

**Openness and autonomy**
Of participation to everyone who adopts this Statement of Principles, condition both necessary and sufficient.

**Independence**
In its relationships, including financial, whether they are with institutions, groups or individuals.

**Transparency**
Total, unconditional, permanent, objective and facilitated.

Values

The dream of union takes precedence over the initiative to avert;
The gesture of sharing takes precedence over the interest in appropriating;
The freedom to create takes precedence over the possibility of control;
The will to listen takes precedence over the act of speaking;
The challenge of understanding takes precedence over the opportunity to criticize.
The Movement Wikimedia Brazil is moving toward fulfilling its activities in a distributed fashion, using available resources, especially idle, avoiding bureaucracy and ever strengthening ties and partnerships, whether with individuals or institutions. This gives us, for example, the ability to perform events without the need to manage money directly. The movement is Brazilian, made with fun, fellowship and solidarity, where all are beneficiaries of a fair, because there are always exchanges of experiences and knowledge, and all have opinions and share responsibilities.